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Over the past decade, the European Union has experienced unprecedented
demographic shifts, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Contemporary migration patterns, as well as the increased visibility and activism of such communities,
people with disabilities, and LGBT individuals, have arguably enhanced the
dynamism and diversity of host countries. However, these same patterns have
engendered a perception of threat that has all too often manifest itself in violence
directed toward the Other. As nations attempt to negotiate the place of these new
voices, they must also attend to the behaviours which would otherwise continue
to silence them. Consequently, the measurement and regulation of hate crime
have become important components of the public agenda around intolerance
and xenophobia.
The persistence of hate crime poses both immediate and secondary effects.
Research suggests that first and foremost among the impacts on the individual
is the physical harm: bias motivated crimes are often characterized by extreme
brutality.1 Additionally, the empirical findings in studies of the emotional,
psychological, and behavioural impact of hate crime are beginning to establish a
solid pattern of more severe impact on bias crime victims, as compared to non-bias
victims.2 In addition, however, many scholars point to the “fact” that hate crimes
are “message crimes” that emit a distinct warning to all members of the victim’s
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community: step out of line, cross invisible boundaries, and you too could be
lying on the ground, beaten and bloodied.3 Consequently, the individual fear
typically associated with crime generally is thought, in the case of hate crime, to
be accompanied by the collective fear within the victim’s cultural group, possibly
even within other traditionally vulnerable groups. Weinstein,4 refers to this as
an in terrorem effect: intimidation of the group by the victimization of one or a
few members of that group.
Hate crime also has disturbing consequences for the relationships between communities. Cultural groups that are already distant by virtue of language differences,
or differences in values or beliefs are rendered even more distant by virtue of the
fear and distrust engendered by bias motivated violence. Intergroup violence and
harassment further inhibit positive intergroup interaction. Consequently, it throws
into question not only the victim’s and the community’s identity, but also national
commitment to tolerance and inclusion. Speaking specifically of Native Americans
over fifty years ago, legal scholar Felix Cohen noted that mistreatment – legal or
extralegal – of minorities “reflects the rise and fall of our democratic faith.” More
recently, a New York state bill5 proclaimed that:
… bias‑related crimes undermine the freedom that forms the foundation of what should be an
open and tolerant society. These crimes vitiate the goodwill and understanding that is essential
to the working of a pluralistic society. They are the antithesis of what this nation and state
stand for. Accordingly, the legislature finds that … bias‑related crimes should be prosecuted
and punished with appropriate severity.

In other words, the persistence of hate crime is a challenge to democratic ideals. It
reveals the fissures that characterize its host societies, laying bare the bigotry that
is endemic within each. As such, it may very well be the case that bias motivated
violence is not just a precursor to greater intergroup tension, but is an indicator
of underlying social and cultural tensions.
If we are to effectively intervene in hate crime, we must first understand the
nature, distribution, dynamics and impacts of hate crime. Yet the evidence suggests
that few EU nations have succeeded in developing effective strategies for gathering
the necessary data – indeed, some have not even made a concerted effort to do so.6
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